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Stamps Not Recorded As Perfins  Bulletin 267/268 

The only new stamp to be deleted this month from your December '93 
Bulletin list is the 1873-80 Large Coloured Corner Letters - Wmk  
Large Garter - 8d purple-brown plate 1. I, Editor, was fortunate  
to find this at Stampex. It has a new die, 'D&S', and although  
the stamp is off cover, it can be positively identified because it  
has the special cancellation DS/F in lined oval of William Dawson  
and Sons. 

46th I.P.U. Conference Stamp  Bulletin 266/267/268 

Just one new die reported:- CK (C4110.01) from ARNOLD KNUDSON.  

(18 different dies now reported on 28 examples) 

Two New Surveys -QEII COMMEMORATIVES & CURRENT PERFINS  

Bulletin 267/10; 268/13. 

Two members have offered to be the contact person to report  
perfined QEII Commemorative Stamps and Perfins still being used at  
the present time. 

If you can report all Commemorative stamps from 1952 until the  
present time to Alastair Walter, 19 Priory Close, Congleton,  
Cheshire CW12 3JL, he will log them and in time we can give the  
results of the survey. Please make sure Alastair knows exactly  
which value from which set you have by giving more than S.G. Nos.  
I know from experience that catalogue numbers do differ in various 
editions. 

George Dyke/ 29 Westby Road, Boscombe, Bournmouth BH5 1HA is the 
person to report your Present Day Perfins. It would be preferable  
if we could have perfins used in 1993 or 1994. To make this  
really accurate, the stamps should be on a dated cover; or have a  
clear date on the stamp; or from your local knowledge (not guess)  
you know a company or council are still using their perfin.  A 19p  
or 25p stamp could be an INDICATION of present use, or a stamp  
with the eliptical perforation down each side, but if no clear  
postdate on the stamp, please tell George why you think it is a  
probable. 

After the terrific response to the British Empire Exhibition  
Survey and the Non-Perfined Stamps, I am sure you will make this a 
success too. 




